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Jekyll Island Authority
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Board Retreat Summary

June 17 and 18,2009
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n Wednesday and Thursday, June 17 and 18, 2009 members of the Jekyll Island Authority (JIA) board
and staff met for a planning retreat in Smarr, Georgia. The meeting was facilitated by Pat Merritt, CEcD,
Manager, Community Development for Georgia EMC. Ms. Merritt's services were provided free of charge
to the JIA on behalf of the Electric Membership Cooperatives (EMCs) of Georgia.

Participants
Chris Clark
Steve Croy
Mike Hodges
Bob Krueger, Chairman
Sybil Lynn
Ben Porter
Richard Royal
C. Jones Hooks, Executive Director

Department Heads (present to provide information on key issues)
Jim Broadwell, Projects Management
Eric Garvey, Marketing
Marjorie Johnson, Accounting
Ronny Smith, Facilities and Maintenance

Chairman Bob Krueger welcomed everyone and thanked them all for giving of their time to spend two days
planning for the JIA. He introduced the facilitator and turned the meeting over to Ms. Merritt. She
welcomed everyone, further introduced herself, and covered housekeeping ground rules as well as how she
saw her role as the facilitator. She asked the participants to introduce themselves by expressing their
name, where they live, the years of service for the JIA and their earlier memorable experience on Jekyll
Island.

Expectations of the Retreat
• Prior to the retreat, the facilitator had interviewed each participant and Mr. Buddy DeLoach who

was unable to attend the retreat and had asked what would have to be accomplished at the retreat
that would make them feel like their time had been well-spent. These responses were posted and
reviewed prior to the beginning of the retreat and again at the end of the retreat.

• For the board to be open, feel comfortable with one another, have a sense of teamwork, set common
goals, take small steps.

• Come out of the retreat with people being more comfortable with one another, stronger
relationships, having had good, frank discussions.

• Help us come to conclusions that collectively benefit Jekyll Island and the state as a whole
• Define what we hope Jekyll Island will look like in 5 -10-15 years and what we expect Jekyll Island

will look like in 5-10-15 years.
• Look at the broad perspective of the real issues, great challenges
• We have a large plateful---are we on track?
• Are we doing 'first things first?'
• Maintain a positive outlook
• We would be able to come up with new ideas, new issues, explore new concepts, make new

discoveries, have new discussions that will have a positive, long-term impact and add value to the
process (not just rehash the same old stuff we discuss in board meetings) .

• We would have established concrete goals which can be translated into action plans for Jones and
the staff to accomplish. We'd have brainstormed goals and developed an overall comprehensive
plan, knowing that we are moving in the right direction. It will be a plan that transcends political
changes in 2010; a 3-5 year plan---we have not been able to take a longer term focus (because we
have had so much tactical work to do).

• We must put dates on the contracts.
• We need to make plans that ensure buildings start being built prior to the next legislative session.
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Visioning the Future of Jekyll Island
The participants were invited to experience a creative visualization of the brightest and best future for
Jekyll Island 15 years from now. Following their individual experiences, the participants were asked to
wo~kin small groups, sharing what they saw, heard and felt and then the common themes were captured
and shared with the larger group. Following are their responses to the some key questions:

l.What do you think has been accomplished on Jekyll Island in the past 15 years that makes it
so special that it is being featured in a national magazine and on a national news program?
A unique mix of natural resources, historic resources and hotel accommodations and convention center.
Broad reach of visitors; complete revitalization; conventioneers and tourists from all over; protected
natural resources.
Conservation; expanded amenities, revitalized historic district.

2.The key contributions you believe the present JIA made toward Jekyll Island's progress.
Public / private partnership
Making Jekyll Island a "user-friendly" experience
Coming up with the Vision (with focus on maintaining the public opportunity / access and participation at
all income levels)
Developed the plan and maintained focus
Laying the groundwork for the future
Expanding conservation efforts

3.What you are personally most passionate about for Jekyll Island.
Beauty and magic - enjoyed by many
Destination for repeat customers
A return to Jekyll Island's Glory Days
Maintaining the natural beauty
The premier vacation spot on the East Coast
Best environmentally-friendly vacation / convention location
Excellent for day trips and a great place to live
Conservation efforts and natural beauty

4.What you want the news team to photograph to demonstrate Jekyll Island's progress.
Young families enjoying the beach, enjoying ice cream in the Beach Village
Beaches full of families; less golf course holes, more golfers
Protection / conservation / revitalization all accomplished at the same time
Families enjoying the re-nourished white sandy beaches and the Beach Village experience.

5.What you hear your fellow 2009 authority members saying as you gather for a reunion
celebration.
"It's about time!" "It was worth all of the effort!"
"It was worth the effort and the criticism."
"I am proud of our accomplishments."
"Remember all the struggles to get it started? Aren't you proud we stuck with it?"

6.Have your driver take you to a place you rarely ever go on the island ---what do you see
there? .
A beautiful sunset over the marsh at the airport
The 4 H Center is now a new environmental education complex
We're sitting at the new casino on Jekyll Island
On the South end picnic park - it is an all natural area (no houses)
We are enjoying a fresh, fabulous meal at a fine beachfront restaurant
Refurbished amphitheatre has a schedule full of concerts and events
Historic wharf marina
Re-nourished beaches
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Issues and Opportunities
The facilitator asked the participants to work in small groups to identify the major issues and
opportunities that could stand in the way ofthe JIA making this envisioned Jekyll Island come into being.
These were listed and then the participants were asked to vote using "sticky dots" on what they believed to
be the three most important to be addressed in this retreat.

Issue /Opporturrity
Need to get contracts signed/set timeframes for small and large

goals
Need to show examples of progress quickly
Need to get convention facilities and the existing retail

area revitalized / this is a transition issue
Need to clarify legal representation
Need to enhance public relations process
Need to keep our partners in time oftight credit
Need to get convention center design completed
Need to complete the Beach Village project to provide financial

stability for the future
Need to be cognizant of the Gubernatorial Election 2010
Need for good local political representation
Need to get the residential leases negotiated

Votes

8
7

4
3
1
1
o

o
o
o
o

Brainstorming Goals
The facilitator asked the participants to work in small groups brainstorming at least one goal, if not more,
for each of the 4 top vote getting issues.
These brainstormed goals were grouped and the issues were discussed in depth with the larger group.

Priority 1: Need to get contracts signed / set timeframes for small and large goals

Brainstormed goals:
List issues; Identify and remove roadblocks
Give Linger Longer and the AG a deadline
Stop talking and start doing
Make plans to move forward on the public side since funding is in place

Anticipated Timeline: (subject to revision)
June 2009
Chairman Krueger to call a meeting with Jamie Reynolds, Linger Longer and appropriate staff and counsel
to finalize outstanding issues prior to the next JIA meeting on July 13th and Bob's update briefing with
Gov. Perdue on July 16th.

Pressing issues:
Possibility of a Special Legislative Session in August that could jeopardize $50 million bond deal
We must be moving forward with our plans to assure that the additional $25 million in bonds for Jekyll
Island are part of the fall State bond sale - if not, the second $25 million of bonds could be threatened by
budget deficits
The use of the public funds and private lodging development are closely related---we can't have success in
revitalization without adequate lodging for conventioneers and island guests
Need to have visible progress made prior to the 2010 Legislative Session beginning in January 2010
Gubernatorial race possibly making JI a politicized sacrificial lamb
JIA discussed a fall back plan of other private partners should Linger Longer not follow through on
commitments
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JIA to request from Linger Longer a list of retailers that they see being a good fit for the Beach Village so
that the JIA can proceed with an Island-Centric Retail area during the transition phase (see Priority 3
below).

July 2009
Staff to meet with Susan Shipman and Carl Burgess at the DNR to obtain guidance so that the Shore
Protection Permit application is successful. Permitting process is 120 days.
July 13 - HHCP preliminary site design of the entranceway roundabouts, convention center and Beach
Village area will be ready for JIA review/ comments / approval at next JIA meeting.
July 16 - Chairman Krueger meets with Gov. Perdue to update on progress
August 2009
September 2009
Residential leases - we must have a decision on our renewal policy at the September JIA meeting
Staff will request construction bids on the permitted projects.
September 30 - Service station closes.
October 2009
After October 1 - Demolition of service station begins; GEFA removing fuel tanks
November 2009
December 2009
Begin work on signature public beach front park (funds included in the 1st $25 million bond sale) prior to
December 31,2009.
January 2010
February 2010
March 2010
April 2010
May 2010
Begin demolition ofthe existing convention center.
June 2010
July 2010
Begin construction ofthe new convention center -process will take about 18 months --- due to be complete
January 2012.

[ Priority 2: Show visible signs of progress

Brainstormed Goals:
Conduct a gubernatorial candidate information forum to show JIA progress
Start the construction of the parks; begin asphalt removal at park locations
Demolish service station; begin construction of park
Display the HHCP preliminary site design for the public (and employees of JIA); create a public location for
the display of the Vision of Jekyll at the convention center, the beach pavilion, etc.

Goal 1: Negotiating Team (Bob, Ben, Mike, Steve and Jones) from the Revitalization Committee
of the JIA to meet with principal and respective team from Linger Longer

Action Steps:
See timeline and pressing issues above.
Chairman Krueger to call this meeting prior to his meeting with the Governor on July 16, 2009.

Goal 2: Conduct briefings with the gubernatorial candidates to update them on the progress at
Jekyll
(Once the architectural and engineering drawings are finalized, present the plans and the facts to the
candidates.)
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Actions Steps:
Decide on where the forum will be held (Jekyll, Atlanta or multiple locations)
Decide on whether it will be one forum or a series of forums (Richard Royal suggested that a collective
forum with all candidates would be better) or individual meetings
Invite all candidates
If forum format is utilized, issue a press release to the AJC stating where the forum would be held, who
was invited, what would be covered
Request a public display case in the Georgia State Capitol, to showcase the approved A&E drawings and
Vision of Jekyll (Facilitator's note: consider updating this display regularly with photos of progress)

Goal 3: Complete contract with Flash Foods for the new facility to take the place of the
existing service station. The Flash Foods facility will include fuel sales, a fast food restaurant
serving breakfast, car wash and convenience store.

Action Steps:
Preliminary site design drawings from HHCP underway now
HHCP drawings to be reviewed by the JIA Board at the July 13 meeting
Contract with Flash Foods can be completed after the site design is approved

Goal4: Create a public display of the Vision of Jekyll Island and progress to date

Action Steps:
Inter-active high-tech touch screen kiosks have been ordered and will be displayed with the A&E drawings
at the Visitor's Center
Staff to arrange for a display case at the Georgia State Capitol to feature the vision and progress to date

Priority 3: Need to get convention facilities and the existing retail
area revitalized / this is a transition issue

Brainstormed Goals:
Invite retail site proposals; challenge Linger Longer on retail plans; make request for proposal for plans for
an island-centric retail location away from the Beach Village area.

Goal 1: Request from Linger Longer a list of the existing retailers they see being a good fit for
the Beach Village development

Action Steps:
See Priority 1 above. This will be a part of the discussion with the negotiating teams during the meeting
held prior to July is".

Goal 2: Explore our options for transitional retail development and convention center space

Action Steps:
Existing lease with Parker-Kaufman is good through 2014; they have been advised not to renew expiring
leases
Explore developing a smaller, island-centric retail center with other developers
Projected revitalization plans estiniate annual visitorship to be 2.4 million after projects are completed.
Request projected demographic research from Georgia EMC's Community and Economic Development
Department to help attract retailers. (completed 6/19/09 by PBM)
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I Priority 4: Clarify legal representation

Brainstormed goals:
In-house legal (part-time legal advisor for quick, less expensive counsel to clean up routine things); maintain
relationship with Brooks and Denise (Special Assistant to the Attorney General); explore legal advisor to
refine routine forms; can we go it on our own on some things?

Action Steps:
Maintain relationship with Brooks and Denise ---it has taken a while to get comfortable and to bring
everyone up to speed on the issues---we don't want to have to redo that process.
Explore the ''legal advisor" part-time counsel to address routine forms, etc.

Closing Discussions
Following the goal development phase for the highest priority issues, the facilitator led the participants
through a discussion of the pre-retreat conference call interviews, the pre-treat survey and then opened the
floor for the JIA members for their remarks on topics that had not been covered so far in the retreat. The
following are some consensus decisions that arose from these discussions.

Relationship between the Glynn County Commission and Glynn County leadership and the
JIA:
The existing relationships are very important to the JIA and there was consensus that the JIA wants to
continue to have positive working relations with the Glynn County Commission and Glynn County leaders
at the Chamber of Commerce, CVB, etc. The JIA is eager to make the revitalization of Jekyll Island a
reality and to see the tax digest of all of Glynn County increase as a result. At some point in the future,
following the revitalization process, the JIA may need to request a greater percentage of SPLOST funds to
help pay for beach re-nourishment and other capital projects that have county-wide impact. It is also
important to the JIA that they always have a Glynn County designee on the authority so that the current
positive relations can be maintained and built upon.

Jekyll Island's Historic District:
The JIA was in consensus that the best use of the historic buildings is "adaptive reuse;" they all agreed
that unused buildings will fall into disrepair. Using the expertise of John Hunter, historian, the leadership
of the Jekyll Island Club Hotel and/or private developers sought out by the JIA, the staff will work to
identify appropriate adaptive reuse partners for the historic district's buildings. The historic district is
excluded from the Linger Longer partnership agreement. Perhaps this would be an area where the Jekyll
Island Foundation could reach out to appropriate foundations like the Carnegie Foundation to help raise
the capital for these projects. The greatest need at the Jekyll Island Club Hotel is fora full service spa.
Villa Marianna has been discussed as a possible location for this facility.

HotellMotel Tax:
The JIA was in consensus that no efforts to raise the hotel/motel tax to help pay for additional marketing
efforts should be taken until after the new convention center is up and running.

Residential Leases:
Jones Hooks reported that a draft ofthe new lease rates proposal is due from the consultant soon. Jim
Broadwell stated that he has identified two potential consulting firms who can do spot checks on the draft
proposal to provide a "third party" review. The new leases will be active until the year 2089 with the
exception ofthose on the south end ofthe island, below the HB214 delineation.

Parking Fees:
Chris Clark reported that the board of the Stone Mountain Park had just increased the daily per car
parking fee to $10 with discounts for veterans, senior citizens and active military. He also reported that
the State Parks of Georgia had just increased the daily per car rate to $5. Jones Hooks expressed concern
over raising the rates now with construction zone headaches about to begin. There was much debate over
whether Jekyll should come into alignment with the State Parks since it is not a part ofthe State Park
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System. Jones was asked to have a conversation with local representatives to discuss this possibility, prior
to Chairman Krueger's meeting with the Governor on July 16. Information showing projected income from
the current $3 daily per car parking fee and the lengthy list of capital projects that are to be completed
with these funds will be shared.

JIA Re-appointments:
The members of the board agreed that for the sake of continuity, time, money and effort, Chairman
Krueger should talk with Governor Perdue about re-appointing himself, Ben, Steve and Sybil to a 2nd 4
year term.

= Privatization of Enterprise Operations:
The JIA all agreed that the food and beverage operations currently managed by the JIA would be the most
appropriate enterprise operations to be managed by the private sector. The management and operation of
the golf courses should be put out for bid (Linger Longer gets first right of refusal).
Given the estimated $11 million cost of renovating Oleander, members ofthe JIA stated that it may make
more sense to pursue the development of some golf villas around the courses on existing real estate. The
JIA would like for the staff to pursue a public-private partnership for condo or villa development in
association with the golf courses within the next 5 years.

Personnel Appreciation:
In light of a stagnant economy, declining state budgets and little or no pay increases, JIA employee
appreciation and morale was discussed as a concern. Jones Hooks reported that he had recently
implemented Attitude Awards, and spot awards of $25 Target gift cards to recognize outstanding
performance. He stated that there is an on-going need and desire for training. JIA members thought this
might be a project for the Jekyll Island Foundation. Given audit restrictions and no gifts over $25, the
JIA's hands are tied regarding celebrations. Chris Clark reported that the state now allows for one time
bonuses from $500 - $1500 for employees who exceed expectations. Chairman Krueger emphasized that
the JIA has to get a handle on health benefit costs which will increase by $360,000 over last year's
expenditures. The facilitator offered the services of her team at Georgia EMC for team building and other
leadership training.

Perception of Lack of Activities on Jekyll Island:
Jones Hooks reported that this stems mainly from the parents ofteens who like having a place like the
Village in St. Simons Island to ''hang out." Chris Clark asked if any of the Linger Longer proposals had
included a teen activity center as is seen at Amelia Island and other resort facilities. The plans have not
been that detailed to date.

Campground Improvements:
Chris Clark reported that even in a down economy, the State Park System's cabins and campgrounds stay
full and that Jekyll needs to continue to maintain and improve the campground area. He also reported
that the high-end RV users will pay more for spots with sewer hook ups and that this segment of traveler
has not suffered in the down economy as badly as others (most are retired). The tent campers have been
surveyed and they want distance between their camp area and the RV's. Jones Hooks reported that the
pricing on RV sites on Jekyll has been revised and that now overflow parking within sight ofthe beach is
carrying a premium price.

Georgia Sea Turtle Center:
The JIA concluded that this needs to be kept focused on its mission of being the "Georgia Sea Turtle"
Center and to be maintained as a cog in the total experience of Jekyll Island. It needs to be focused on
being the BEST Sea Turtle Center on the East Coast. Jones is encouraging key members of the GSTC to
seek speaking opportunities at national and international conference to get more exposure for the center.
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The Jekyll Island 4-H Center:
Chairman Krueger would like to see the center's mission expanded and renewed into an Experiential
Environmental Education facility that incorporates many partners including the DNR, the Board of
Regents, 4-H, and Coastal Georgia Community College. Chris Clark echoed concern that the current
center is obsolete and needs to be revitalized. Chairman Krueger asked Chris Clark to work with him on
this project. Within the next 5 years, Krueger's dream is to turn it into a living laboratory center. ,The
mission would be expanded beyond 4-H to include more segments ofthe University System. This is an
opportunity to generate more revenue for Jekyll Island. The 4-H lease is up next year. The JIA members
agreed this type of facility needs to stay on the South end of the island and it needs to be tied in to the
conservation center.

Jekyll Island Foundation (JIF):
The JIA is currently paying about $250,000 annually to fund the operations of the JIF. The JIA expressed
a desire to have the JIF focus their efforts on raising money for projects that have been identified as needs
by the JIA. The JIA members discussed three areas of need for which the JIF could help raise funds.

Adaptive reuse of Historic Buildings in the Historic District: the JIA would like for the Jekyll
Island Foundation to reach out to appropriate foundations like the Carnegie Foundation to help raise the
capital for villas that are in desperate need of restoration. The greatest need at the Jekyll Island Club
Hotel is for a full service spa. Hooks has discussed with Kevin Runner the opportunity to utilize Villa
Marianna. In addition, Hooks and Runner have discussed opportunities at the Morgan Tennis facility.

Needed Training for Jekyll Island Authority Personnel: Jones Hooks stated that there is an on-
going need and desire for training for personnel but no funds allocated for training. JIA members would
like for the JIF to consider this as a fundraising project for the Jekyll Island Foundation.

The revitalized, expanded Jekyll Island 4-H Center: Chairman Krueger's 5 year plan ofturning the
existing Jekyll Island 4-H Center into a living laboratory facility with a focus on conservation,
environmental protection, etc. is a project that the JIF could take on as a fundraising focus.

Following a brief review of the Expectations for the Retreat, the facilitator expressed her gratitude for the
time and effort the JIA members and staff had put into making the retreat a success. She expressed that
she was confident all of the plans they had put into place would come into being. Chairman Krueger
thanked Pat Merritt for her excellent work in preparation for the retreat and also in facilitating the retreat
sessions. He also thanked the JIA Board members and staff for their dedication to the process. The
session was adjourned.
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